IN my article "Tonometry" in the Brit. Ji. of. Ophthal., 11920, were described my attempts to introduce a change in the construction of the tonometer, together with#the significance of the various parts. Under the heading "The Plunger," I recorded certain measurements obtained respectively with plingers having the ordinary concave end-surface, a plane surface, and a convex suirface. Tlhey showed a surprising difference in the deflections of the pointer, especially as between the concave and the convex sturftaces.
As stated in my previous article, my laboratory experiments were made on a small metal drum closed above by a thin rubber menmbrane as a substitute for the eye, the drum being connected with a water-manometer, and the connection being opened or closed by means of a tap immediately below the drum. The results obtained respectively with the concave and convex plungers, and with op-en and closed connection, were shown in a table here reproduced (Table I) . WVith a low manometric pressure (30 cm. H20) and open connection the deflection differed by about 8 mm. With increasing pressure the difference diminished, but even at 80-90 cm. H20, when the concave plunger put the pointer at 0), the convex put it at 3-4 mm., and even with a pressure of 120 cm.' it still gave a deflection of 1.6 mm.
This great difference was surprising but the explanation is verx simple: in each case the plunger sinks into the membrane and TONOMETER WITH A CONVEX PLUNGER depresses it until thle depressed area is supported from )below l)\ a pressure that balances the weight of the plunger and its controlling parts; in eaclh case the "supporting area" is tile same but to obtain it the convex plunger m1iust sink more deeply tlhan the concave (Fig. 1) plunger, for further experiments show-ed that just in the region which concerns us most, the deflections are not smaller but considerably larger than with the concave plunger. I have, therefore, worked further with the convex plunger in order to find the weight most stlitable for clinical use and have arrived at 5.2 grin. (for the plunger and its belongings) as the best. This weight gives a sufficiently large range, namely, from 5.6 mm. Hg (deflection about 22 mm.) up to 90 mm. Hg (deflection 0). In the exceptional cases of higher pressure one can add a weight of 2 grm. and therewith measure up to 120 mm. Hg. The plunger has a diameter of 3 mm. and its tip is hemispherical.
I have named the tonometer with convex plunger the "Schi6tz x-Tonometer." The new model differs from the old not only in the form of the plunger, but in having in place of the 5.5 grm. weight only a wire-support for the upper end of the pltinger. The 2 grm. weight can be placed easily on the end of the plunger.
With this tonometer I have carried out measurements on 40 eyes in situ after death, namely, on 10 by means of three different weights and on 30 with the above-mentioned 5.2 grm. weight. They were made with a canula in the anterior chamber as described in the Brit. Jl. of Ophthal., May, 1920 ; the lumen of the canula was 1 mm.
The average readings of the 30 eyes are shown in Table 2 . I lhave corrected them slightly on the basis of the results obtained with the three different weights, but the difference between the Here it must be stated that wArhen comparative measurements witlh the two instruments are made on the same eye the readings are equally constant in each, but when they are made on a numlber of different eyes it is noticeable that in cases whlere the concave Hg), in six of thenm it gave 11.5 mml., in four 10.5 mm., in six 12 mm., and in four it gave 10 mm. I think that these small discrepancies are perlhaps due to smlllll differences in the tlhickness and elasticity of the cornea, so small thlat thie flatter surface of the concave plung,er is not influenced by thlem, while the convex plunger which sinks deeper and is more closely surr-ounded by the cornea is sensitive to them. The great difference between the maIXimum and minimum values in the latter case favours this idea. Now the question is whliclh plunger is to l)e preferred? I think that for the present at aLny rate it will be well to retain the concave. This tononmeter has now been tried for many years and lhas slhown itself-whent correctly stantdardized-to be a practical instrument for clinical use. The earlier disadvantage of lhaving to screw the additional weights on and off is done away with, for the original xeight of 5.5 grmn. can now be added to by simply laying on it the 7.5 grm., 10 grm., or 15 grni. weighlt. To clean the plunger andl cylinder the one weight needs to be remnoved, otherwise it remains always in place.
I must add, however, that the x-tonometer also is a good instrument, it g-ives a constant deflection and unquestionably it copyright. I!,-_ 1 -* r-1 ._. ,lt*t+1.. '4j'-: The standardizing of the x-tonometer is not more difficult than that of the other instrument; in both cases it involves much time, for before the apparaitus is sent out it should be tested several times at intervals of some days. The x-tonometer, like the other, can be obtained through Diplomingenieur Arnt Tandberg, Langesgate 7, Oslo. 
